G01, 1277 Burke Road, Kew

A JEWEL TO BEHOLD
Contact Us to view a selection of available apartments!
If Melbourne has a hidden jewel suburb, it must be Kew. Long established, known
for grand estates and premium living, this elite suburb literally has it all - beautiful
tree-lined streets, lush parks and reserves, not to mention the world class schools
and incredible shopping precincts. And now within Kew another jewel - Lavaliere.
Lavaliere offers a set of luxury residences designed to complement the life Kew is
known for. Smart, stylish and perfectly located, come experience this jewel within
a jewel. Lavaliere presents a considered, alternate take on shared residential
living. The residences are unique and carry their own sense of space, yet
outwardly Lavaliere appears as a grand home, a nod to the neighbouring houses in
stunning Kew.
Every surface, every fixture and fitting, every space - Lavaliere is a study in holistic
design. Each room has been designed to deliver seamless living experiences, and
together the materials and design decisions create an atmosphere befitting a
luxury home in one of Melbourne’s premier suburbs.
Kew has some of the finest shopping experiences in Melbourne. The heart of it all
is Kew Junction, famed for an unbelievable diversity of stores, from fine food and
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The sheer number of restaurants, cafes and bars are in your new neighbourhood.
From lighter options like fabulous Laurent, to contemporary Melbourne cafe
excellence from the likes of Cupcake
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Jessie Lin - 0401 032 559
Angela Wu - 0422 318 680
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